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Befikra song tiger

Tigers are the biggest and most powerful of all cats. They are highly maneuverable despite their bulk and can jump between 8 and 10 meters in a single bound. They are also among the most recognizable cats thanks to their pronounced orange fur, black stripes and white markings. Photo © Christopher Tan Teck Hean/Shutterstock. Tigers are not water-fearing cats. They are, in fact, adept swimmers
capable of crossing moderately large rivers. As a result, water rarely forms a barrier for them. Photo © Pascal Janssen / Shutterstock. Tigers are carnivores. They hunt at night and feed on large prey such as deer, cattle, wild pigs, young rhinos and elephants. They also supplement their diet with smaller prey such as birds, monkeys, fish and reptiles. Tigers also feed on aader Photo © Wendy Kaveney
Photography/Shutterstock. Tigers historically occupy a range that stretched from the eastern part of Turkey to the Tibetan plateau, Manchuria and the Sea of Okhotsk. Today, tigers occupy only about seven percent of their former range. More than half of the remaining wild tigers live in the forests of India. Smaller populations remain in China, Russia and parts of Southeast Asia. Photo © Andrew
Skinner/Shutterstock. The Sumatran tiger subspecies is confined to the island of Sumatra in Indonesia, where it lives in Montane forests, areas of lowland forests, peat bogs and freshwater swamps. Photo © Plinney/iStockphoto. Tigers vary in color, size and markings depending on their subspecies. Bengal tigers, which inhabit the forests of India, have typical tiger appearance: a dark orange coat, black
stripes, and a white underbelly. Siberian tigers, the largest of all tiger subspecies, are lighter in color and have a thicker coat that allows them to brave the harsh, cold temperatures of the Russian taiga. Photo © China Photos/Getty Images. Tigers inhabit a wide range of habitats, such as lowland evergreen forests, taiga, grasslands, tropical forests and mangrove swamps. They generally require habitat with
cover, such as forests or grasslands, water sources, and enough territory to support their prey. Photo © Chrisds/iStockphoto. The Siberian tiger inhabits eastern Russia, parts of northeastern China and north Korea. It prefers needle- and broadleaf forests. The Siberian tiger subspecies almost fell out in the 1940s. With the lowest population, the Siberian tiger population consisted of only 40 tigers in the wild.
Thanks to the great efforts of Russian conservationists, the Siberian tiger subspecies have now recovered to a more stable level. Photo © Steffen Foerster Photography/Shutterstock. Siberian tigers, the largest of all tiger subspecies, are lighter in color and have a thicker coat that allows them to make the hard, cold defy the Russian taiga. Photo © Chen Wei Seng/Shutterstock. Malaysian tiger inhabits
tropical and subtropical moist deciduous forests of southern Thailand Thailand the Malaysian Peninsula. Until 2004, the Malaysian tigers were not classified as belonging to their own subspecies and were instead considered Indochinese tigers. Malaysian tigers, although very similar to Indochinese tigers, are the smallest of the two subspecies. Photo © Chen Wei Seng/Shutterstock. The Malaysian tiger
inhabits tropical and subtropical moist deciduous forests in southern Thailand and the Malaysian Peninsula. Until 2004, the Malaysian tigers were not classified as belonging to their own subspecies and were instead considered Indochinese tigers. Malaysian tigers, although very similar to Indochinese tigers, are the smallest of the two subspecies. Photo © Christopher Mampe/Shutterstock. Tigers are not
water-fearing cats. They are, in fact, adept swimmers capable of crossing moderately large rivers. As a result, water rarely forms a barrier for them. Photo © Timothy Craig Lubcke/Shutterstock. Tigers are both solitary and territorial cats. They occupy home ranges that reach between 200 and 1000 square kilometers, with women occupying smaller home ranges than men. Tigers, the largest members of the
cat family, live in the forests, savannahs and marshes in Asia. See photos of these big feline carnivores, including the Bengal tiger, Sumatran tiger, and more. This Sumatran tiger cub from Indonesia was adopted by the Australia Zoo. Next up is a group of playful white tigers. White Bengal tigers play in a water pond in their enclosure in the Nehru Zoological Park. Then, see a tiger's beepers up close. Most
carnivores have eyes facing forward at their heads, which help hunt prey. See three tiger cubs next time. Three tiger cubs are presented to the public at the zoo in Hoyerswerda. The tigers were born in November 2007 in the zoo and have become the new stars of the East German city. Next, see a white Bengal tiger cub. Fewer than 100 white Bengal tigers are believed to exist. See two adult tigers getting
ready to mate in the following image. Mating is most common from November to April. Usually, two or three cubs are born after a gestation period of about 100 days. Then see the rare snow-white tiger. Aragorn is the first snow-white tiger born in Germany. Snow-white tigers have a genetic condition in which their coats are not the typical orange color. Then we see two tigers from Indonesia. This Sumatran
tiger, Duma, lies with one of her three cubs, born at the Wilhelma Zoo in Stuttgart. Then see a tiger that loves swimming. A 5-year-old white Bengal tiger dives into the water for a piece of meat, thrown at him by a trainer. See a full-length tiger that is up now Tigers range in length from about 5 feet (1.5 meters) to more than 9 feet (2.7 meters), except for the tail, which can measure 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9
meters) long. See a sleepy tiger next. Tony, a Siberian tiger, yawns as he walks through his renovated big cat cave at the San Francisco Zoo. Then you see a tiger with its big chompers. A tiger in this Dutch zoo grabs grabs Prey. The zoo offers the tigers fake prey to activate their natural behavior. Want to get close to a tiger? Go on. A Sumatran tiger takes an interest in the public by looking at glass from its
new home at Auckland Zoo in New Zealand. See another tired tiger in the next photo. Tigers spend between 16 and 20 hours resting every day. See a Siberian tiger baby in the next photo. This photo features one of the four newly born Siberian tiger cubs in Denmark. Siberian tigers are among the world's most endangered species. They are estimated to number less than 500 in the wild. Then see a thirsty
white tiger. An Indian white tiger drinks water from a pond in its enclosure at the Zoological Park in New Delhi. In about 100 years, only a dozen white tigers have been seen in the wilds of India. See a Bengal tiger next. This Bengal tiger walks in a swimming pool in a zoo. Then see two playful tigers. Of the 10 most endangered species in the world, about 400 Siberian tigers are believed to live in China and
Russia. See a baby orangutan and tiger cub in an embrace next. A 26-day-old endangered Sumatran tiger cub cuddles up to a 5-month-old female orangutan. Finally, see the hybrid tigon next. One of Australia's only two tigons, these man-made hybrids are made by crossing male tigers with lionesses. With the stripes of a tiger and the physique of a lioness, tigons are usually barren. Tigers, like this
Sumatran, use their fur as a kind of camouflage to hide when they stalk their prey. Then, see a cold cat. Tigers, like other mammals, are warm-blooded and need to work to regulate and maintain their body heat. Next up is a tiger mother helping her kitten. Tiger mothers will carry their cubs before the cubs can walk or if they get tired. See another mother and cub next. Tiger cubs usually stay with their
mother for more than 2 years. Be glad you're not in the next picture! Tigers are carnivorous, especially eat large to medium sized animals, such as ungulates. Tigers are also known to eat crocodiles, snakes, monkeys and humans! Tigers are powerful hunters who prefer to dine at night, and they don't mind traveling many miles to hit their favorite haunts for a meal, whether it's buffalo, deer, feral pigs or
smaller snacks like rabbit and fish. They lurk and place you crawling in close enough to attack their victims with a fast spring and a fatal pound. It is a tricky tactic, as a tiger can usually only expect a 1 in 20 success rate when deploying this method down prey. A drive-thru would be so much easier! Tigers are also known for of their meals, sometimes eat up to 60 pounds in one night, which is probably why
they can also go two to three days without eating anything at all. They also have the ability to drag a carcass that would gas the force of 13 men to move, only to bury the remains in an attempt to hide it from scavengers, and later excavate it for his next meal. Leftovers, anyone? Someone?
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